Proton beam radiation treatment was first proposed by Robert Wilson in 1946. The advantage of proton beam radiation is that the lethal dose of radiation is delivered by a sharp increase toward the end of the beam range. This sharp increase, known as the Bragg peak, allows for the possibility of reducing the exposure of healthy tissue to radiation when comparing to x-ray radiation treatment. As the proton beam interacts with the molecules in the body, gamma rays are emitted. The origin of the gamma rays gives the location of the proton beam in the body, therefore, gamma ray imaging allows physicians to better take advantage of the benefits of proton beam radiation. These gamma rays are detected using a Compton Camera (CC) while the SOE algorithm is used to reconstruct images of these gamma rays as they are emitted from the patient. This imaging occurs while the radiation dose is delivered, which would allow the physician to make adjustments in real time in the treatment room, provided the image reconstruction is computed fast enough. This project focuses on speeding up the image reconstruction software with the use of of parallel computing techniques involving MPI. Additionally, we demonstrate the use of the VTune performance analyzer to identify bottlenecks in a parallel code.
INTRODUCTION
In order for physicians to ensure accurate treatment, it is essential for them to have images of the patients anatomy taken throughout the administration of radiation therapy. This is necessary because, as a patient undergoes treatment, their anatomy changes as the tumor shrinks and surrounding tissue swells. This means that each day during treatment the target for the radiation may be slightly different. Therefore, if a physician were to have the ability to see where inside of the body the proton beam is delivering its dose while in the treatment room they would be able to more accurately treat patients. It is possible for physicians to attain this information through prompt gamma imaging of the proton beam and image reconstruction.
Prompt gamma imaging works by capturing the scattered gamma rays released when a proton beam interacts patients cells and applying the Stochastic Origin Ensemble (SOE) algorithm. These gamma rays are released while the proton beam is being administered to the patient, therefore, this imaging must be done at the same time as treatment. Because the gamma
First stage reconstruction
Second stage reconstruction rays are released where the proton beam interacts with the patient, the origins of these gamma rays are in the same position within the body as the proton beam. Therefore, if the origins of the rays can be traced back and compiled to construct an image, then physicians will have the ability to see exactly where the proton beam is delivering its dose of radiation. In a clinical setting, this imaging offers doctors the possibility of making adjustments to the treatment of patients in real time.
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Being able to make these adjustments will allow them to better take advantage of the potential for a proton beam to deliver smaller doses of radiation to surrounding healthy tissue.
In order for the proton beam to hit the specified volume of tissue it is necessary for the patient to lie entirely still on the treatment table. It is also necessary for them to lie still during imaging as imaging occurs while the proton beam is being administered. The position a patient needs to hold can often be difficult or awkward be in for long periods of time. Therefore, it is important that this imaging software runs as fast as possible. 2, 3 This project explores the possibility for implementation of parallelism to the image reconstruction software through the development of an MPI algorithm to decrease this run time.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the SOE algorithm used for the image reconstruction and different versions of its implementation. Section 3 presents results of the reconstructions using the different versions of the code and their performance results. Section 4 summarizes our conclusions.
ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION

SOE algorithm
During data collection, gamma rays scatter into a specially designed camera known as a "Compton Camera" (CC) which records the coordinates and energy deposited by each gamma ray that interacts with the CC. Each gamma ray must interact with the camera at least two times to be useful for imaging. The 3D coordinates and energies deposited by the gamma rays are stored in a data file which is used to initialize the conic image reconstruction software. A line is drawn between the two points of ray impact and an angle is calculated and used to construct an initial cone as seen in Figure 1 . The cone's surface encompasses all the possible origins for that ray. After these cones have been constructed, a random point from the surface of the cone is chosen as an initial guess for the likely origin of the gamma ray. This initial point becomes the algorithm's first guess for the likely origin of that gamma ray. The 3D area containing the tissue phantom seen in Figure 1 is turned into a 3D density histogram divided into bins. Lastly the density histogram is populated by the counts of all likely origins contained in each 3D bin.
The conic reconstruction, based on the SOE algorithm, 4 then improves the histogram iteratively by moving likely origins for each cone to more likely locations using the criterion of an already higher density in the histogram. That is, in each iteration, for each cone, the algorithm chooses a new random point in its cone of possible origins for that ray. If the random point has a higher density than the density of the current likely origin of that cone, it chooses the random point as the new likely origin of the cone. Correspondingly, the histogram is updated by decrementing the count in the old likely origin's bin and incrementing the count in the new likely origin's bin. These iterations are run until only a small fraction of likely origins is changed in one iteration.
Description of code implementation
Two input files are required to run this code. A configuration file controls various parameters for the code. Important parameters include the total number of cones used, histogram coordinate boundaries in the x, y, and z directions, the total number of bins in the x, y, z directions, and the total number of iterations; notice that the number of iterations is fixed here by trial and error based on observing a small enough fraction of likely origin changes. The configuration file also specifies the name of the second input file, which is obtained from the gamma ray scattering into the CC. This is the measured data file containing a list of the energy deposited and x, y, and z coordinates of each gamma ray interaction occurring in the CC during the measurement.
The initial cones are created using the process described in Section 2.1 and their first likely origins are stored in an initial 3D density histogram. It then begins the iterations in which for each cone the algorithm picks a random coordinate point and checks if the histogram bin has a greater density than the cone's current bin. If so, the cones current bin is decremented, the new found bin is incremented, and the cone's likely origin is updated to be that of the new coordinate. The code writes the iteration number, the time elapsed, the numbers of cone origins updated, and the fraction of cones updated to the stdout. After the iterations have ceased, the code outputs the changes made into a file called events.dat. Additionally a file called output.dat is generated that provides coordinates of the last likely origin for each ray. Also the configuration file is saved for the run. All three output files are used for post-processing using Python2.7 that plots numerous figures. For comparison in Section 3, we use plots of likely origins of all cones.
OpenMP algorithm
The original code for this project was developed by Drs. Dennis Mackin and Jerimy Polf. The number of cones used is typically large, so that it makes sense to speed up their processing by distributing work to several computational cores of a node with two multi-core CPUs. This was accomplished in the original version of the code by using the shared-memory parallel library OpenMP. The program first obtains the initial cones and initial density histogram via Section 2.1 in serial. At the start of the iterations, the OpenMP threads are started up using an OpenMP parallel for pragma applied to the loop over all cones. The cones are then distributed to each thread, which distributes the main work of the code for a potential speedup as large as the number of threads used. The number of threads used is limited to the number of computational cores of the two multi-core CPUs on one node, since OpenMP works only on a code that shares memory across all threads. This implies that the density histogram is shared between all threads at all times. Each thread will try to find a new origin, as in Section 2.2, for each cone, by comparing the density of the cone's current bin location to the new bin location. If the density of the new bin is greater, the code changes the likely origin of the cone and updates the histogram immediately by decrementing the old bin and incrementing the new bin. Since the histogram is in shared memory of all threads, OpenMP has to put a lock on the histogram, via a critical pragma, during this update, which forces other threads to idle during this time, thus decreasing parallel efficiency. But the latest histogram is always immediately available to all threads after the end of the lock, giving best convergence of the algorithm. After all cones have been processed, the threads shut down and the output to stdout is done as stated in Section 2.2. This is repeated until all iterations have been completed and the output files are generated as they were in Section 2.2.
Original MPI algorithm
The algorithm explained in Section 2.3 was changed based on the observation that the density of a likely origin of a cone is defined as its bin number's count, thus we work directly with the histogram from now on. We replaced the use of OpenMP by MPI (Message Passing Interface), so that the parallel code is not limited by the number of cores of one node anymore, but can use several nodes with distributed memory. The parallelism is achieved just like with OpenMP by distributing the large number of cones to the MPI processes. Each MPI process holds the cone database including the likely origin of each cone for its own cones only, hence this does not increase the overall memory usage of the code. Since the histogram is not too large in memory, it is possible to give each process a local copy of the density histogram. Doing so cuts out extra communication amongst processes that would come with each process having sections of the histogram and it avoids the need for a lock as required by the shared memory structure of OpenMP.
In each iteration, the MPI process picks a random bin for its cone and checks its density using the local histogram against the old bin number in the local histogram. However each process does not change their local density histogram; the changes are instead tracked by a local count vector and the local histogram remains unchanged. This means that all density checks are happening against the local histogram from the previous iteration rather than the latest histogram used in the OpenMP version. The local count vectors are then combined into a global count vector using MPI_Allreduce every 1 iteration and all local histograms updated. At present, our MPI code does not combine the cone data from all processes back into a serial data structure used for the output files events.dat and output.dat used for Python post-processing. Instead, the histogram data itself is output every 100 iterations to file, and Matlab post-processing was created that plots the histogram data, i.e., the counts of the bins, instead of the coordinates of the likely origins.
Modified MPI algorithm
The only parallel cost of the MPI algorithm described in Section 2.4 is the use of the MPI_Allreduce command after every iteration. We created a modified MPI algorithm that instead of updating the histograms after 1 iteration only updates it every 10 iterations. This has the potential for speeding up the execution time of the code significantly, i.e., in principle by a factor 10. The potential downside is that the convergence might be slower, that is, that more iterations might be needed to reach a histogram of the same quality as measured by the number of changes of likely origins needed in an iteration.
Hardware utilized
To measure performance of the software, we ran studies on the newest nodes of the Maya cluster in the UMBC High Performance Computing Facility (hpcf.umbc.edu). These nodes contain two Intel E5-2650v2 Ivy Bridge (2.6 GHz, 20 MB cache) CPUs and 64 GB of memory each and are connected by a low latency quad data rate (QDR) InfiniBand interconnect.
Intel VTune
To fully understand the time inefficiency of the code, we profiled the code using Intel's VTune software. 5 This performance profiler analyzes software in respect to many different areas of potential improvement. For our uses, we chose the HPC Performance Characterization analysis, as well as Hotspots analysis. These tests were run on the Texas Advanced Computing Center's (TACC) Stampede cluster, even though this report does not contain performance results from that cluster. These tests provide us data about how effectively our computationally intensive functions utilize memory, CPU, and hardware resources. This also provides information about the OpenMP and MPI parallelized performance efficiency within the code.
RESULTS
The following are the results were obtained from the different algorithms that are formulated in Section 2. Each algorithm uses the same deterministic configuration file utilizing 100,000 cones imaged by a histogram with 102 × 102 × 126 bins.
OpenMP algorithm
The OpenMP algorithm used to obtain the following results was described in Section 2.3 and written by Drs. Dennis Mackin and Jerimy Polf.
OpenMP algorithm serial run
The SOE algorithm uses iterations to progressively compute the most likely origins of the 100,000 cones that were measured by the CC during application of the proton beam. As more iterations are performed the results, or images, become more clearly defined. This convergence can be seen in Figure 2 . Although at 100 iterations the image has some shape, it is clear that as the number of iterations increases this shape becomes more accurate. Additionally as the number of iterations increases the granularity of the results improve until the stopping point of 600 iterations whereby there is a distinct beam that can be seen.
The convergence in the algorithm happens, because with each iteration, the number of cones whose likely origin changes decreases. This means that as as the number of iterations increases, the amount of changes done to the overall histogram decreases. This behavior is quantified by the ratio of the number of changes to the total number of cones. The convergence of this ratio can be seen in Figure 3 which shows log output of sample iterations output to stdout. From this, we can infer that the points that the program is estimating to be the points of origin for the prompt gamma emission are becoming more accurate. This would also mean that fewer changes are being made to the density matrix as more iterations are performed.
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400 iterations 500 iterations 600 iterations Figure 2 Reconstructed images computed by the OpenMP algorithm with 1 thread using Python post processing up to 600 iterations At the end of the log output in Figure 3 , the code records the observed wall clock time in the line denoted by "Time Elapsed". This is the time that we use later in the timing studies of the code.
It is worth noting that the images in Figure 2 do not actually come from the same run of the code. This stems from the fact that the original code only outputs data for visualization at the final time. Hence, each plot in the figure is the final result of a run up to the specified number of iterations. It would be logical to say that if the 600 iteration run could have been post-processed at 500 iterations it should be the same as a 500 iteration run with the same parameters. This, however, is not the case because of the random number generator being used.
OpenMP algorithm multi-threaded runs
This code is designed to use OpenMP, which is an application programming interface that can be used on shared-memory multi-processor computers to allow for multi-threaded parallel processing. To maximize the speedup of the OpenMP algorithm it is necessary to use multiple threads. With OpenMP, memory cannot be pooled between nodes. Therefore, this algorithm only has the capability of using a single node at a time. Figure 4 shows the results of iterations of a 2 thread run. The reconstructed images have shapes similar to those seen in Figure 2 . The shapes of the beam are nearly indistinguishable and therefore acceptable results.
Similarly, the convergence behavior of the ratio for 2 threads in Figure 5 follows the same pattern as Figure 3 . That is, as the number of iterations increases the ratio decreases and the image become more refined and suitable in shape. However, small variations of results between Figures 3 and 5 point to both the effect of differences in the random number sequences between runs and the slight differences possible between runs with different numbers of threads.
For our performance study, the code was run at 600 iterations on multiple threads ranging from 1 thread to 16 threads. It is important to note that even as the algorithm is run on more threads, the output image continues to be consistent with those obtained with serial runs. function called from DensityMatrix is solely responsible for the majority of time use when the executable is run. When investigating the underlying code for getDensity, we quickly realized that the other three most time intensive functions were directly related and/or called from getDensity. For example, getBinNumber, and the ASHDensity::getDensity, the second and fourth most time intensive function, are directly called from the getDensity function. This is a logical process because the DensityMatrix object's getDensity function calls ASHDensity object's getDensity which also calls their getBinNumber method. So this cascading spin time is a direct result of all the threads chasing down several sets of nested pointers in C++. The fourth time intensive function is the updateMatrix function. This function's impact is the result of a critical pragma that wraps around it.
Both analysis types showed time critical areas to focus our attention on. The Performance Characterization results clearly showed that OpenMP library calls were costing massive wait times in order for threads to synchronize, while the Hotspots Analysis showed functions that could potentially benefit from parallelization. With these results in hand, a clear course of action could be mapped out.
Modified MPI algorithm
As detailed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, the MPI algorithm is different from the OpenMP algorithm in that the histogram is updated at the end of each iteration, not after updating each cone. This has the potential for causing slower convergence, and we therefore report studies with twice as many iterations than used for the OpenMP studies in the following. But the advantages of the MPI algorithms are two-fold: (i) Parallelism is not restricted to one node any more, but can be extended to any number of parallel nodes available, and (ii) speedup is not limited any more if progressively more nodes can be used in parallel. These two-fold advantages are the goal of both MPI algorithms.
Modified MPI algorithm serial run
A second, modified MPI algorithm is described in Section 2.5 and reflects the observation that the major cost of parallelism with MPI is the cost of communication. For the original MPI algorithm, this cost amounts to a call to the communication command MPI_Allreduce every 1 iteration. The modified MPI algorithm decreases this cost by communicating only every 10 iterations. The major concern with this algorithm is possible further degradation of the convergence behavior. With the processes only having access to a histogram that was developed 10 iterations prior to their current iteration there is a possibility that the lack of updates causes the images to degrade to unusable quality. For the modified MPI algorithm in serial, Figure 8 starts out with a rough cloud of points which form into a wider beam around the 400 iteration mark. The beam starts to narrow and become more defined at around 800 iterations. After that, the images remain similar to previous images. Visually the convergence can be seen from this image set, starting out with a very rough image and going to something much more refined and recognizable. The modified MPI algorithm in serial shows the same behavior as the original MPI algorithm 6 and shows only slightly slower convergence than the original OpenMP code in Figure 2 .
Furthermore, the log output in Figure 9 for the modified serial run shows that the ratio is a little higher than the OpenMP algorithm, but the general behavior of convergence remains similar.
We note that the images in Figure 8 are produced by Matlab instead of Python post-processing. As discussed in Section 2.4, this change gains the advantage that one run of the code now outputs in steps of 100 iterations, thus all images in the figures from MPI algorithms come from the same run. Figure 10 shows some minor image degradation again in the first images, compared to the original OpenMP algorithm, but is apparently identical to Figure 8 for the serial run. As in Figure 8 , the cloud starts out similar to Figure 2 but persists for a couple hundred iterations beyond the first image. However, by 700 or 800 iterations the beam is well formed, albeit slightly wider than the original MPI. 6 The images visually converge at around 900 iterations, which coincides with the log file output in Figure 11 . This slower convergence behavior can be more clearly demonstrated comparing the modified MPI algorithm log output in Figure 11 to the multi-threaded OpenMP Figure 5 . We might recommend to use a slightly larger number of iterations in production runs, such as 700 or 800 iterations instead of the originally used 600 for the OpenMP algorithm.
Modified MPI algorithm multi-process runs
MPI VTune
To gauge the efficiency of the new MPI implemented algorithm, the code was profiled once more with Intel's VTune software. We used the same analysis specifications to determine if communication times were indeed faster than the OpenMP algorithm, as well as watching our previous time intensive functions. Figure 13 shows the VTune Hotspots Analysis for the same modified MPI algorithm with 4 processes per node. This Hotspots Analysis produced similar results to the previous run. While getDensity and its related function calls were still responsible for being the most time critical calls, the parallelism imposed onto these helped to reduce the footprint. The introduction of MPI eliminated the waiting associated with updateMatrix but did not smoothly allow the elimination of the nested object calls associated with getDensity. Converting more C++ object code into C code would allow getDensity to be made much for efficient or removed altogether.
Performance studies
To understand the impact of the changes we implemented on the run time, a study was created to compare the performance of the original OpenMP algorithm, our (original) MPI algorithm, and the modified MPI algorithm. Table 1 shows the timing results of our study. Note that the performance studies used 600 iterations for all algorithms to provide a direct comparison of the times.
The first studies ran were to determine the performance of the OpenMP algorithm shown in the first row of timings in Table 1 . The code was tested when run on one node using 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 threads to get an idea of the speedup. With 1 thread, the code ran a staggering 1885 seconds, or roughly 30 minutes. As the number of threads increased, the run times gained significant speedup as had been expected. For example, at 2, 4, and 8 threads, the run times had been reduced by more than fifty percent each time. While still improving at 16 threads, times decreasing from 188 seconds to 105 seconds, is not the same rate of improvement as can be observed in the first 4 increments. This speed of 105 seconds is the best possible run time observed for this algorithm, since OpenMP is limited to one node; runs for 32 and 64 cores are marked as N/A in the table.
The first changes to the code allowed for the implementation of MPI and disabled all OpenMP pragmas. These adjustments allowed for both the use of distributed memory and multiple processes across nodes for each job. In order to assess the benefits of MPI, tests were run using numbers of processes that mirror the number of threads in the previous study. That is, the studies in each row of timings in Table 1 the same hardware cores in the CPUs on one node; beyond 16 processes, MPI uses more nodes and thus more hardware, while OpenMP cannot be utilized beyond one node. Already the performance of our original MPI algorithm from Section 2.4 saw improvement, bringing the run time to 1592 seconds for one process due to other improvements of the code. At 2 processes, the time dropped by roughly a third down to 546 seconds, similar to the speedup seen with OpenMP. For the rest of the runs, from 8 to 64 processes, the code did not speed up as much as had been expected, reaching its fastest time at 354 seconds for 8 processes and rising to 430 seconds at 64 processes. This exhibits that parallel communications eventually overwhelm the increased efficiency of splitting up the computational work between processes.
In the modified MPI algorithm, the histogram would be updated every 10 iterations as described in Section 2.5. This change allowed for a significant speedup. At one process, the algorithm fully ran in 985 seconds, almost half of that for the OpenMP with one thread, due to additional improvements in the code. The increases in processes showed reduction in run times, ending on 64 processes with 83 seconds.
CONCLUSIONS
The original code provided by Dr. Polf and Dr. Mackin implements an algorithm using the shared-memory parallel library OpenMP, which is constrained to all cores of 1 node which limits performance. In order to see a significant speedup, this code needed to given the ability to run on multiple nodes. In order to have this capability, the algorithm was modified so that it could be run using the distributed-memory parallel communication library MPI. Modifications to the algorithm included distributing the work associated with the large number of cones in each iteration to the parallel processes. Each process works on a section of the total number of cones, thus the work is distributed. The first version of the MPI algorithm updates the global histogram updated after every iteration. 6 This was changed in the modified MPI algorithm to allow for 
